Remarks for Special Issue on
Future Cloud Platforms for ICT
Systems

With the aim of both contributing to a society of greater
safety, security, efficiency and equality and empowering
people to live richer, fulf illing lives, the NEC Group
is exploiting the full potential of our leading edge ICT
( I n for mat ion a nd Com mu n icat ions Tech nolog y) a nd
focusing on Solutions for Societ y that will in novate
social infrastr ucture. With the creation of innovative
value for society forefront in our minds, we have adopted
“Orchestrating a brighter world” as our cor porate key
message, and we have set 7 social value creation themes in
response to megatrends that will be shaping the future.
In the next 30 years, global climate change will have an
impact on everything from ecosystems to the scale and
frequency of natural disasters. In developing countries,
populations are increasingly shifting to urban areas, while
the developed nations face the issue of an aging population.
The society of tomorrow will change dramatically in ways
that we cannot even imagine. However, even if faced with
difficult challenges, humankind will apply intellectual capital
and overcome the diverse problems of society. Moreover, we
believe that the driving force behind their solution will be a
cutting-edge ICT platform of technological innovation.
From our current age of “anytime” and “everywhere”
enjoyment of diverse convenient services via networks, IT is
fueling our advance into a new era encompassing “only now,”
“only here,” and “only you” services.
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Keeping pace with remarkable advances in technology,

possessing a broad diversity of unique competences, NEC

ICT platforms are broadening the scope of fields in which

is committed to making an even larger contribution to the

they can contribute to solving social problems. Today they

betterment of our customers and society in the future.

are confronting issues that have been hitherto too difficult or

In this Special Issue, we take great pleasure in introducing

complex to tackle. Biometric information, structural aging

readers to NEC’s approach to the cloud platform – an

information and other data that were difficult to acquire can

indispensable component in building an advanced social

now be obtained by sensing technology and digitalized. By

infrastructure, our cloud platform service NEC Cloud IaaS,

applying advanced analysis technologies to the data, we are

and the lineup of products that comprise our services. We

reaching a level of sophistication that allows us to identify the

also will provide a glimpse of the latest technology from

early symptoms of illness or the signs of a potential structural

our research laboratories and examine a few customer case

failure.

studies.

One of the ICT platforms that will support the ever

It will give us the greatest pleasure if the information

evolving processing of data on this huge scale is the cloud

presented in the article provides you with useful insights for

platform. It is vital that this platform not only facilitate

your business pursuits. On behalf of all of us at NEC, I would

“anytime” and “anywhere” utilization, but also be ready

like to express our heartfelt appreciation for your support and

to accommodate evolving technologies, environmentally

encouragement, and our sincere hope that we can continue to

friendly, and above all, safe and secure.

be of service in the future.

Rarely seen even on the global stage, NEC offers the
advantage of a best balance of IT and network technologies
and assets. We are not only pioneering the previously
mentioned cloud platform technologies, but also developing
technologies in fields that exploit the fusion of IT and
networks such as SDN (Software-Defined Networking), Big
Data and cybersecurity. We shall be providing the world with
these strengths of NEC in the form of Solutions for Society.
Orchestrating our efforts in close cooperation with partners
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NEC’s Approach to Orchestrating the Cloud Platform
NEC C&C cloud platforms ? NEC Cloud IaaS Services
Portal Services Integrate Multi-Cloud Environments
A Hybrid Server Hosting Which Have Broader Range of Applications
Network Service That Offers a Versatile Network Environment
Dependable Security Service That Takes Advantage of Internal Control Methodology
Data Center Service That Supports Cloud Infrastructure
Products and latest technologies supporting NEC C&C cloud platforms
MasterScope Virtual DataCenter Automation - Entire IT System Cost Optimization by Automating the System Administration
Integrated Operation and Management Platform for Efficient Administration by Automating Operations
Micro-modular Server and Phase Change Cooling Mechanism Contributing to Data Center TCO Reduction
iStorage M5000 Providing a High-Reliability Platform for the Cloud Environment
The iStorage HS Series Features the Superior Data Compression and High-Speed Transmission Capabilities that are Essential Functions of Big Data Storage
SDN Compatible UNIVERGE PF Series Supports Large-Scale Data Centers by Automating IT System Management
Phase Change Cooling and Heat Transport Technologies Contribute to Power Saving
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Future technology for NEC’s C&C cloud platforms
Accelerator Utilization Technology That Cuts Costs, Reduces Power Consumption, and Shrinks Hardware Footprint
Scalable Resource Disaggregated Platform That Achieves Diverse and Various Computing Services
Support Technology for Model-Based Design Targeted at a Cloud Environment
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Cloud-based SI for Improving the Efficiency of SI in the Cloud Computing by Means of Model- Based Sizing and Configuration Management
Big Data Analytics in the Cloud - System Invariant Analysis Technology Pierces the Anomaly Case Studies
Using Cloud Computing to Achieve Stable Operation of a Remote Surveillance/Maintenance System Supporting More Than 1,100 Automated Vertical Parking Lots throughout Japan
Meiji Fresh Network’s Core Business Systems are Transitioned to NEC Cloud laaS NEC’s Total Support Capability is Highly Evaluated.
Sumitomo Life Insurance Uses NEC’s Cloud Infrastructure Service to Standardize IT Environments across the Entire Group and Strengthen IT Governance
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